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Harvest of the Month provides resources
for the cafeteria, classroom, and community
to promote the use of local, seasonal foods.

History
Native Americans have been tapping maple trees
for hundreds of years to access its sap. After
European settlers put down roots in our region,
iron or copper kettles were used to hold sap as it
was boiled down to syrup - it was called sugaring.
From the 17t h century onward, many Vermont
dairy farmers sugared during the winter to boost
their income. Today, sugar makers across the state
are tapping their maple trees in the spring when
temperatures fall below freezing overnight and
range from 40-45 degrees F during the day. Using the heat from either oil or wood, they boil the
sap into concentrated syrup that can be enjoyed
year-round.

Fun Facts
Vermont is the largest producer of maple syrup in
the United States
It takes up to 40 quarts of sap to produce one quart
of maple syrup
M
 aple syrup is the only food derived from plant sap
A
 ll grades of syrup have the same sugar contentdifferences is color are due to changing outside
temperatures
M
 aple sap is clear when it’s tapped-the amber color
develops when it’s being boiled down to syrup

Reading Corner
» At Grandpa’s Sugar Bush by Margaret Carney
» The Maple Syrup Book by Marilyn Linton
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Benefits
M
 aple syrup provides a number of minerals including calcium, iron, and potassium.
C
 ompared to white sugar, maple has lower sucrose content.

Classroom Connections
Science | Be a Tree

History | Maple Syrup through Time

Supplies needed:
Maple cross-section or image of inside of maple tree

Supplies needed:
Cards/ images of tools for sugaring from different
eras: Pre-Colonial (v-shaped gash in tree, wooden
trough, fire pit), Colonial (wooden spout, wooden
bucket, kettles over fire), Present Day (plastic or
metal spouts, metal buckets, tubing, wood-burning
evaporator)

Directions:
Use a cross-section of a maple tree to show
students the different layers of the tree, explaining
each one’s role
Have groups of students act out the role of each
layer:
  
Heartwood Strong center of the tree, helps
it stand tall like our bones do for our bodies;
students flex their muscles
  
Sapwood Carries water and minerals throughout the tree; students stand in a circle and
wiggle fingers up and down to represent the
movement of water

Directions:
Break students into small groups and review the
tools that they will be learning about
· Ask students to sort tools based on the era
they believe that each belongs in
Discuss how the tools that we use to produce
maple syrup have changed over time. What
looks the same? Why are some things different?

  
Inner bark Carries food from leaves to the rest
of the tree; students pretend to cook/eat
  
Outer bark Protects the tree from weather,
insects, and disease; student circle around and
cross arms to look tough and ward off any pests
  
Cambium layer Between sapwood & inner
bark; helps the tree grow by adding new layers;
students act out building
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